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APA Publications. Sheet map. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Insight Travel Maps: Canada West
(3rd Revised edition), "Travel Map Canada West" is an indexed, road map at 1:4 Million. It includes
detailed city plans of Vancouver and Anchorage (USA), each with its own index listing. Places of
interest including National Parks, Indian reservations and wildlife reserves are listed and
accompanied by a wide range of pictorial symbols for instant recognition. These symbols have
been colour coded by category. In addition to the road and rail networks this map provides a
detailed picture of the topography through the use of relief shading - many mountain ranges are
named and peak heights shown. This map has handy distance indicators in the margin giving
distances to the nearest town, major locations and motorway junction, if applicable, intermediate
driving distances are given on main roads. The extensive legend is shown in 8 languages.
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is actually the very best job by any publisher. It really is basic but unexpected situations within the 50 % from the book. I discovered
this book from my dad and i advised this publication to discover.
-- Dr . Willis Wa lter-- Dr . Willis Wa lter

This is actually the best book i actually have go through right up until now. It generally will not price an excessive amount of. I discovered this book from
my dad and i suggested this book to understand.
-- Nor m a  Ca r r oll-- Nor m a  Ca r r oll
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